BetaTec helps provide technical solutions to a beer well
infection problem in an ICM design ethanol plant.
BetaTec suggested a relatively straight
forward re-piping strategy that redirected
sump water into the plants slurry tank instead
of the beer well. During a planned shutdown,
the re-piping project was accomplished.
On start-up, the plant also replaced their
existing antibiotic program with IsoStab®
and VitaHop® Silver technology. They started
seeing dramatic results almost immediately.

IsoStab® and VitaHop® Silver plus
engineering advice make a big
difference. A 54 million gallon-per-year
plant faced a problem shared by other
ethanol producers operating similar ICM
plants. Residual fermentation in the beer
well makes a significant contribution to
total ethanol yield. But they faced a chronic
problem of bacterial infection in the beer
well, and subsequent competition with the
remaining active yeast for sugar residue that
resulted in less than optimum ethanol yields.

Prior to this engineering change and the
optimized IsoStab® and VitaHop® Silver
program, lactic acid concentration in the
beer well, after nine hours, averaged 0.40%.
Ethanol yield (% Ethanol/Solids) increased
from 0.413 % to 0.419%, an increase
of 1.45%! Also of interest is the fact that
the rate of fermentation increased. Ethanol
formed about 10% faster in the first 32 hours
of fermentation under the BetaTec regimen
compared to the antibiotics program.

BetaTec was consulted to address
the problem, and suggest ways to minimize
or eliminate the beer well infections.
Here things took a turn, for what might
be expected to be a BetaTec technology
based solution turned into an engineering
suggestion. Analysis of the plant piping
revealed that in ICM designs, floor drains
all lead to a central sump which is then
pumped to the beer well. While this makes
sense from a waste management/recycling
perspective, it introduces bacteria-laden
water back in to the beer well. The sump
was the source for the bacteria
that subsequently reduced beer
well fermentation activity.

This producer reported that the payback
on the engineering modification was returned
within a couple of months. And, they continue
to enjoy the increased yields, and profits,
that resulted from this strategy combined
with the BetaTec treatment regimen
of IsoStab® and VitaHop® Silver.

The IsoStab® and VitHop® Silver program
and some additional piping
with a couple of new valves solved this challenge.
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The root of the problem – the plant sump.
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But wait, there’s more...
Nine months after the engineering changes
were made and the IsoStab®/ VitaHop®
Silver program established, BetaTec
was still keeping an eye on how things
were going through our regular plant visits.
Review of plant microbiological data revealed
a rise in bacteria in several places that
had plant operators perplexed. Significant
bacterial growth was found in the plant sump,
the beer column and the beer well piping.
Further investigation found screws, rocks
and other debris in the beer column
to beer well lines.
Sample of debris found in Beer Column
to Beer Well lines.

BetaTec recommended a more aggressive
cleaning/CIP program for all problem areas,
and the addition of screens for all floor drains
(made from used hammer mill screens).
Additionally, the operator re-piped the sumps
to thin stillage…a simple engineering change
that only involved 80 feet of pipe and two
tees. This has solved the plant infection
problem. Now the normal lactic acid
number are below 0.07% w/v throughout
all sampling points.
￼

These actions have alleviated the problems.
They are a prime example of the kind
of ongoing partnership BetaTec develops
with our ethanol producer customers.
Our job is to make them more productive
and more profitable. Sometimes that
involves our products. And sometimes
it involves some good advice
and problem solving.
We make the effort to stay on top of plant
microbiological data, and do whatever
it takes by applying our extensive in-plant
experience as well as our technologies
to solve ethanol production challenges.

For more information, visit www.bthp.info
Hammer mill screens were cut down to fit the floor
drain opening…a simple yet effective solution
for capturing debris.
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